2nd August 2012
Run Number 213
Starting at Central Hotel, Shotton
The Pack Carthief, Compo; Snoozanne; Mad Hatter; 10”, Tia Maria,
Alternative Entrance, Hansel (Co-Hare), OTT (Co Hare), FCUK, Posh Frock
Meeting up at the car park opposite the pub and 10” kept texting to say that
he would be 7 minutes late and then 9 minutes. I think that the final lateness
was a certain number of minutes and 10”
A half Hash Flash or two
whilst waiting for 10”

Trail was found leading through the carpark and heading up The Brambles

Along a narrow path

And a Check

Now this is a slightly unusual photo as it shows FCUK out in front (except for
your scribe). This situation did not last long as we spotted the dreaded Check
Back (Back Check to those more used to WCH3 parlance)
Out onto Killins Lane

And the usual plethora of styles for the stile

Across another stile and into a field
that the farmer was still mowing.
Tia Maria became somewhat
aggressive

And we found the remains of some flour amongst the mown grass

Onto a Regroup and a Hash Flash

Whilst the remainder of the Pack took the short cut Carthief followed the trail
back through the nettles thus avoiding the gate

Everyone else was not so lucky
With Carthief and Hanzel safely through
the next gate Tia Maria squeezes her
bum through except that both Carthief
and Hanzel had thought she had said that
she needed her bum squeezed.

Tia Maria tries to recruit a new hasher

and received the reply:
“Maybe an udder time. I am not in the moo’d”.
Note from Hash Scribe ( I think that I have milked that situation as much as I
can)
Out onto

Over the A55.

Through (over?)

The Trail led

upwards and

another Hash Regroup on top of a mine dump

OTT was gazing in the opposite direction and muttered something about
seeing the back gate open.
Down to the play area on Mount Pleasant Road

9” instead of 10”

A nice run in to the beer stop at Gemma’s house although Google street view
does not give it too much credit

The Hares had left a car at the Hash halt and we rode back to the start in
comfort.

Back at the cars the food was brought forth and a cake although I have
forgotten the reason for the cake. The rather interesting icing arrangement is
arrived at by using the delicate technique of turning the cake upside down so
that only some of the icing sticks to the lid of the cake tin.

The circle was called and Compo gave the sermon
“Did you know that it was the Welsh Muslim festival this week?”
“Yes it is called Ramalamb
Hansel went to see his doctor
“The problem is that I cannot stop singing “The green green grass of home”.
His doctor said that it was the Tom Jones syndrome
“Is it common?” asked Hansel
“It’s not unusual” replied the doctor.
Whilst in hospital he overheard two nurses talking. The ugly one said “I see
that Dai Jones has Ludo tattooed on his penis. The pretty one said “That is
not Ludo, it is Llandudno”.
Note from Hash Scribe. I had always heard it as Loch and
Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwllllantysiliogogogoch but that would
mix Scottish with Welsh so it is probably apocryphal.
The Hares were brought into the circle

Followed by 10” who had arrived late thus depriving the rest of us of valuable
drinking time.
Posh Frock Returnee.
Gemma Wedding anniversary
Hanzel For setting the run and then allowing the Grim Reaper to mow the
field.

Hanzel, Carthief for deliberately misunderstanding Tia Maria’s syntax when
they offered to squeeze her bum. According to them she had said “I need you
to squeeze my bum through this narrow gate”
Carthief again for following the Check Back (back through the nettles rather
than following the herd on a short cut.

By this time it was almost 10PM so we retired to the pub.

